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Becoming an Artist





Photography is Just the Start

•graphic designers, computer programmers, web designers, 
cinematographers, sound designers, set designers, directors, sound 
mixers, folly artists, 2D and 3D animators... 



Why a Unit on Photography?

•Question: “Who likes taking 
pictures?”

•Answer: Just about everyone

•Cross-curricular possibilities

•Contributing to school culture



Barriers
•Don’t have the gear

•Don’t have the software

•Don’t know how to use Photoshop

•I am not an experienced photographer



What to Teach

•Rule or thirds

•Elements of art

•Basic editing



Rule of Thirds

Two Rules
1. The four points where 
these lines intersect are the 
strongest focal points (hot 
spots).

X X

X X
2. The lines themselves are 
the second strongest focal 
points.



Rule of Thirds
Horizons

Not Using the Rule of Thirds Rule of Thirds



Rule of Thirds
Hot Spots



Rule of Thirds

The eyes are often the 
focal point on portraits



Elements of Art

Texture
Form
Space
Shape
Colour
Value



Basic Editing
•“Photoshopping” - the Photoshop myth



Basic Editing
•Introducing Pixlr (www.pixlr.com)



The Unit - Preplanning





Camera Don’t Make Photographers

Check out Jerry Ghionis
http://jerryghionisblog.com/2012/05/the-wedding-of-josh-amber-select-shots-taken-with-the-iphone.html



Unit Outline
-Day 1 (Rule of Thirds)
	 	 -Teach rule
	 	 -Practice around school

-Day 2 (Elements of Art)
  -Texture, Form, Space, Shape, Colour, 
  Value, Line -- all available online. 

-Show examples / have students 
identify

	 	
-Day 3 (Intro Project)

-Day 4 (Where to shoot from)
	 	 -Seeing light (use hand / reflectors)
	 	 -Changing angles (use feet / knees)

-Day 5 (Photo walk)

-Day 6 (Editing Basics)
	 	 -Pixlr Express 
	 	 -Pixlr-o-matic
	 	 -Explain the Photoshop myth

-Day 7-10 (Shooting / Editing)



Assignment



Assessment



Weebly

http://mrhocker.weebly.com



Weebly



A Student Project



Photography 



Portrait:

Kierra’s head is on one of the hot spots, 
and the horizon is actually uneven, making 
it rather interesting.  This portrait makes 
you focus on the person, instead of 
something else entirely.



Line:
This photo of a palm tree has an interesting 
pattern of lines fanning out from the stem, and 
the leaves in the background keep it from 
being too boring.



Shape:

The similar shapes of the seaweed overlap forming a 
kind of irregular pattern.



Space:

This photo feels 
like you are 
going to step 
into it because 
of the different 
sizes of the 
people in the 
front and the 
people in the 
back.



Colour:

The warm colour of the tulips 
contrast with the cold 
colours in behind, therefore, 
making the colours seem 
even more vivid. The main 
areas are on the hot spots.



Animoto



Print and Display



Extensions

-Posing for portraits
-Photo contest of the week / month
-More advanced editing techniques

-Gallery Night



Questions?


